Abstract. There are some problems in the ATC system such as the communication procedures and non-standard pronunciation between controllers and pilots. These can cause misunderstanding of communication, and sometimes result in traffic accidents. Therefore, it is quite useful and worthy to construct an ATC communication training system. As the popularity of the smart phones, a standard mobile ATC communication training system is designed based on IFLYTEK API, GOOGLE SPEECH API and Pocket Sphinx. The system help the trainees train listening and pronunciation.
Introduction
With the rapid development of China's civil aviation transportation industry and the rapid growth of air traffic flow, demands for training high-level air traffic controllers become larger and larger. Currently, the training of air traffic control trainees are primarily achieved through ATC simulation training machine. The training of air-ground communication standard language (English) is a very important part of air traffic control simulation training.
Speech Recognition is that speech data are automatically converted into the corresponding texts through computer software systems. In 1960s, Britain realized the world's first computer speech recognition system. At present, there are some the speech recognition engines in the world which make great speech recognition effects in the general office scenarios. However, there aren't so many researches and software with the combination of speech recognition systems and ATC conversation training. And because of the growth of the phone performance and system conditions, the development of a standard mobile ATC conversation training system is also valuable. This paper is mainly for the problem that there isn't a standard mobile ATC conversation training system. Based on two online speech recognition interfaces which are IFLYTEK API in China and Google Speech API and an offline speech recognition engine Pocket Sphinx, a ATC conversation training system is constructed.
The specific contents of this paper are as below: The first chapter mainly introduces the ATC simulation training at present, speech recognition interfaces. The second chapter mainly introduces the main modules and functions. The third chapter mainly introduces the design of software and applications.
ATC Simulation Training
ATC simulation training machine is used to simulate real air traffic control simulation training system and it's also an effective way to control personnel and flight crew training. Currently, there are two kinds of seats in the ATC simulation training machine which are pilots and controllers. In the process of training, the instructor manually complete the corresponding aircraft handling operations according to the speech message given by the trainees in the analog pilot seat and response information by speech channel. Due to the limited number of instructors, trainees usually take turns as pilot to complete speech control train with other trainees. While this solution saves manpower and improve efficiency to a certain extent, it is difficult to ensure training time and training effects of control trainees. At the same time, there is also a waste of resources and so on in this system.
Communications between pilots and controllers are called air-ground standard words. According to access to relevant information, in flight accidents and abnormal conditions, the factors made because of the communication words error between pilots and controllers reach 65 percent. Therefore, it's understood that it's so important to ensure the standardization of air-ground standard words and that there is no communication difference in daily flights. China Civil Aviation developed a standard air traffic radio phraseology on the base of ICAO ATC phraseology. The grammatical structure of this manual is standardized and unambiguous. Besides, the sample space is small and noise in working environment is low so that it's suitable to apply the speech recognition technology.
In this paper, the Android ATC system, a standard mobile ATC conversation training system, help the trainees improve English skills in the way that controller trainees exercise talking with the phone and the phone recognize the speech data. At the same time the system sets a special alert to improve emergency skills of trainees.
Speech Recognition and Introductions of Voice Recognition Engines
IFLYTEK provides a speech application development platform for developers to provide services such as speech synthesis, speech dictation, speech recognition, speechprint recognition. IFLYTEK also provides a development interface for speech application development enthusiast to develop various speech applications based on the development interface. IFLYTEK can make a speech application server based on HTTP to support services such as speech synthesis, speech dictation, speech recognition, speechprint recognition. It also provides a speech client subsystem which integrated audio codec and audio processing modules. There are so many application programming interfaces for speech synthesis, speech dictation, speech recognition, and speech print recognition perfection. Currently you just need to apply to be a developer in http://open.speechcloud.cn and then you can download relevant SDK and development files. The speech recognition engine is so huge that the recognition accuracy of English and Chinese is high. IFLYTEK speech recognition has the function of endpoint recognition which makes it easy to divide and recognize text sentences. The main drawback is the recognition engine on the server side. Therefore, remote access is necessary and the recognition speed is a bit slow.
Google provides an online speech recognition API interface. And through this interface, the recognition of Chinese and English is achieved. The basic process of speech recognition is as follows. The original audio data is captured from audio input device and the speech file can also be used directly. Post the speech data to the interface address and the JSON data is returned to analyze the results. The speech recognition engine is so huge that the recognition accuracy of English and Chinese is high. GOOGLE SPEECH API is available for many languages. And. it's easy to use because devices based on different platforms can make access to Google speech API. The main drawback is the recognition engine on the server side so that the recognition speed is relevant to the network speed and a bit slow. Besides, there are some limits to the format, size and time of the speech data.
Developed by Carnegie Mellon University, Sphinx is a speech recognition system with a large vocabulary for non-specific people and continuous speech data. At the beginning of Sphinx, it grow up with help of CMU, DARPA and other departments. And it became an open source project. Pocket Sphinx is an embedded speech recognition system. It is optimized and altered on the base of Sphinx2 aiming at the demands for the embedded system. Besides, Pocket Sphinx is the first open source speech recognition system with medium vocabulary aiming at embedded system. The accuracy of Pocket Sphinx is about the same as Sphinx2.In order to improve the accuracy and provide with the function of offline speech recognition, this system selected these three speech recognition engines. The IFLYTEK is designed for the Chinese so that the accuracy is great. GOOGLE SPEECH API helps train foreign pronunciations. And Pocket Sphinx has the function of offline speech recognition which is suitable for phone users. The registered users login this system by the username and password. And the new users need to upload the user data to the server database to login this system. After logining in this system, users get into the training module. The function is that users make pronunciations on the texts given by this system and system compares the recognized texts from users' pronunciations with the given texts to get the scores. For example, there are sentences,CCA3818 Beijing approach turn right heading 085 to 1200 meters. Users try to make the pronunciations of the sentences and the system determines scores on the comparison between the recognized texts and given texts.
System Modules and Functions
Users enter the score analysis module after logging in. Users are able to see the scores recently and the average scores. And what's more, by the trend analysis, users can know their exercise trends.
The user feedback module is mainly for the developers to receive the feedback from users. Users give their suggestions for developers to make this application better.
And of course, more functions can be added to this system such as forum module, friends module and even leaderboards module. So that users can communicate with each other and it also make this application more useful.
System and Application Summary
Android ATC system designed in this paper is mainly aimed at controller and pilots to improve their English. In the training module, users make pronunciations of the given texts. The system compare with the recognized texts by speech recognition engines and given texts. With the three engines, IFLYTEK API, GOOGLE SPEECH API and Pocket Sphinx, scores of users are determined automatically. And because of the score analysis module, users are easy to get the score information.
This standard mobile ATC conversation training system help the controllers and pilots to improve their English. And on the other hand, a mobile communication platform of ATC trainees are built. There are training module, score analysis module, friends module in the system. And of course, this system can serve the ATC trainees well and also provide with a great environment for all the trainees.
